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The Challenge

Develop winning Smart home
experience for your Tech-user
Navigator user proﬁle - incorporating
at least one of Develco Products
Smart home components
Target user proﬁle

The Tech-timid

A collaboration between

design-people

Develco Products

BAA

Introduction

Concept Description

Improved quality of everyday life is a big part of smart homes.
The healthcare industry is becoming more forward thinking and
uses digital solutions to become more eﬃcient and eﬀective
when helping their patients. These patients include elderly,
mentally ill and other groups of people that are in need of help.
Based on desk research and interviews with possible users, it
was decided to focus on the mentally ill segment, since this
segment expressed frustration and struggles with everyday
tasks, such as cleaning, maintenance of the hygiene etc. at their
homes.

When the user enters the MyCare app, he/she is always asked
to choose from 3 moods: good, okay, bad. This mood tracker
serves for early detection of depressive phases and to get help
from caregiver to overcome this phase. Based on the initial
mood, the pop-up jumps in with diﬀerent tips and tricks for
improving mood or household skills. After this stage the user
gets to the screen where he can see a simple navigation
consisting of:

By connecting the mentally ill and caregiver with the solution it is
ensured that the right person receives and checks the user data
for patterns and disruptions in these, in order to guarantee an
independent but safe life for the mentally ill. This stage of the
project focuses on the mentally ill user segment and their needs
and usage of the prototype.

calendar overview with all planned activities, goals and meetings
for the current, past and upcoming months

today’s tasks and their current status of achievement

overview of the overall performance during the current and past
months, with colors indicating a good or less good performance.
Through this app you can get personalized alert messages from
caregiver that will inform the user about misusage, possible
improvements in the household, etc.

MyCare
Key Beneﬁts
MyCare is a digital concept for the “tech-timid” customer
segment - especially mentally ill people. The purpose of this
solution is to bring a positive smart home experience that would
help these people with their everyday life in a simple, playful and
intuitive way, e.g. to keep them organised, remind them their
daily tasks, help them set goals and motivate them to make
progress, so they become more independent.
MyCare is also beneﬁcial for social workers because the most
relevant data are visible to them, such as satisfaction.

The value for Denmark’s municipalities, is the possibility of
eﬃciently using the social work-er’s time, getting notiﬁcations
when there are abnormalities in the data collected at the
mentally ill person’s house and being able to react upon these
patterns. Focusing on the future by planning the upcoming
weeks, personal goals and improvements with the patient
instead of discussing about the past weeks, brings value to the
patient.

The Tech-user Navigator

Tech-user Navigator - short introduction

The research
•

3 markets; Scandinavia, Germany and France

•

1200 respondents; 600 women and 600 men

•

Age range: 18-70

•

Web-based interviews, 2015

•

Data segmentation through cluster analysis revealing
5 distinctive tech-user segments founded by attitudes
towards technology

•
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Comprehensive visualization of data and guidelines in 5
tech-user segments (not included in this free summary)

The contributors
•

Developed by design-people

•

Co-created with Gigaset, Danfoss, VELUX Group & Vifa
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Unsettled
Urban
Tech lover
Brand oriented
Aesthetic aware

Community
Sharing
Digital life
Mobile first

Single (parent)
Routine driven
No nonsense
Tech comes 2nd

Home maker
Low tech-confidence
Traditional
Advice seeker

Living alone
Traditional
Digital novice
Help seeker
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The Tech-timid

traditional
64% 36%

The Tech-timid are reluctant when it comes to new
technology. They think that the development of technology
is going too fast and they easily feel overwhelmed, which
is why sticking to traditions and what they know becomes
even more important.
The Tech-timid do not usually have children living at home.
Reach them with

history

The male and female Tech-timid
Key male and female characteristics

36%

64%

relies on
family
• Sligtly value the possibilities technology gives
to keep in touch with family and friends
• Prefer meeting face to face

Reluctant
towards tech
• Feels overwhelmed by technology
• Want to avoid failure
• Doesn’t know the purpose of most technology
• Values functions far more than design

A collaboration between:

